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Table Bases - External
We offer a wide range of external table bases enabling customers to mix and
match bases with table tops to get the look they require. We have a range of
cast aluminium in both polished and powder coated finishes and
stainless steel.
The types of bases include three branch, four branch, regular and large
sizes, rectangular, dining and bar height, all in both classic and
contemporary styles.
Please contact the sales office for further information and assistance to
ensure that the base you require is suitable for the table top chosen and the
environment the base is to be used in.

• Commercial quality
• In stock for immediate delivery
• Mix and match tops
with bases
• Range of sizes
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Nice Four Branch Base

Nice Bar Base

Nice Rectangular Base

Burford Bar Base

Burford Rectangular Base

Also available as 3 branch base

Burford Four Branch Base

Stacking Base
Available as 60, 70, 80cm Dia and 60x60, 70x70, 80x80cm
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Wellington Base

Nixon Base

Ikon Base
Available in White (PBI), Light Grey (PGC), Sand (PSA) and Black (PNE).
Available as regular dining, large dining, coffee and bar base

Studley Base

St Ettienne Four Branch Base

St Ettienne Bar Base

St Ettienne Rectangular Base
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Stretton Circular Base

Stretton Bar Base

Available as a large 55cm base

Stretton Square Base
Available as a large 55x55cm base

Droitwich Base

Available in black or grey powder coat finish
Dining Height and Bar Height
60x60, 70x70, 80x80, 120x70cm
NEW FOR 2020 - ALSO AVAILABLE IN WHITE

Bold 4 Branch Base
Available as a regular, large and bar base

Bold Single Rectangular Base

Bold Double Rectangular Base
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Oldwood Folding Table Base

Truro Base Range
Strong Galvanised Steel Base Range
Stool / Bench Base 30x30x40cm
Dining Table Base 40x40x68cm
Bar Table Base 40x40x96cm

Helston Base Range
Strong Galvanised Steel Base Range
Stool / Bench Base 30x25x40cm
Dining Table Base 65x55x72cm
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Concrete Base Range
Available in Coffee, Dining and Bar Height

Nolita Base Range
Available in Three Branch Coffee, Three Branch Dining,
Three Branch Flip Top Dining and Four Branch Dining Height

Lunar Base Range
Available in Coffee, Dining and Bar Height

Eden Furniture are delighted to announce a partnership with StableTable ® to sell their
award winning range of products.
StableTable ® is a patented solution to the classical problem with tables that wobble. It is a fully
automatic system that needs no manual interaction. Place the table where you want it and it
automatically stabilizes by adjusting and locking its legs. Move it somewhere else and it
automatically readjusts to the new place. With a mechanical construction inside the pillar, two of
the cross legs and their movement is controlled. As soon as equilibrium has been achieved, the
construction automatically locks itself. When the table is lifted, the system automatically unlocks
itself again and you can place the table where you want and it will again stabilize itself!

Inside the centre pillar, well protected from gravel, dirt or other external influences sits the
ingenious mechanical system that allows the legs to move and adjust to the ground while ensuring
the correct height of the table. Due to the unique solution the table bases automatically adjust to
both placed next to each other.
The tables are produced to the highest quality standards in an ISO-certified factory in Sweden. Our
special coating technique ensures that there is no chipping or flaking and the tables can be used
outside all year round.

StableTable® - Freedom to design!
StableTable® are the Swedish table bases that never wobble. No adjustable feet that always needs to
be re-adjusted, no folded napkins under the table legs, no more spilt drinks and no more complaining
quests. Automatically the table adjust to any uneven ground both in and outdoors. StableTable® is
internationally recognized and awarded as "the" solution to problems with wobbly tables.
Change to StableTable® and forget about wobbly tables forever!
• Automatically self -adjusting
• Manages bumps and grooves
• Manages height differences of up to 20-25mm
• Fully locking system
• Mechanical system that sits well protected inside the centre pillar
• Simple but ingenious mechanical system – no valves, no bladders, no oils
• Not impacted by weather
• Works equally well both in- and outdoors
• Produced in a certified factory in Sweden
• Fully recyclable
End the frustration over wobbly tables and stop wasting time and money.
Studies show that more than 3 minutes are spent per table per day on each wobbly table - with 20
tables that is 6-7 hours per week. Time the staff spend unnecessarily; re-adjusting feet, wiping of spilt
drinks, picking up folded menu cards under table legs and listening to complaining quests. This adds
up 100-150 pounds lost every week!
A very small sample of our satisfied customers
Abbey Hotel with Allium Restaurant, Bath, UK

StableTable Extreme, stainless steel bases used indoor, StableTable Classic in black used outdoors.
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60-120cm

50x50 to
90x90cm

Up to
110x70cm

TABLE BASES

StableTable® Classic is suitable for both indoor and outdoor use. The table base is available in three different heights (bar/poseur, dinner/café and lounge) and a number of different
sizes for maximum flexibility. StableTable® Extreme in stainless steel is created especially
for tough and exposed environments. StableTable® Classic Flip Top is fitted with a folding
mechanism for easy handling and minimum storage space.

TABLE TOPS

The unique, patented StableTable® base can be fitted with any type of table top irrespecitive of
type, shape or quality to create a unique design and atmosphere. There is an unlimited choice
of new table tops – or buy the stand on its own for use with existing tops.

PROFITABLE

StableTable® is a simple and smart investment which quickly pays for itself. More seats
generate more income. With StableTable® it becomes easy to optimise the use of your
seating area in a flexible manner. You will attract and satisfy more customers at a lower cost,
and free up time to care for them.

ENVIRONMENTALLY
SMART

StableTable® bases are manufactured in a certified factory in Sweden. This makes for short
transport distances and efficient deliveries all across Europe. StableTable® products are fully
recyclable and produced to the highest quality standards, according to the Scandinavian
design tradition.

StableTable ® Classic is suitable for both indoor and outdoor use. The table base is available
in four different heights (bar/poseur, counter, dinner/café and lounge) and a number of
The smart® solution,
its self-adjusting
system, makes StableTable® easy to work with.
different sizes for maximum flexibility. StableTable
Extreme iswith
created
especially for tough
Re-arrange a table for four, into two tables for two, in seconds. Add or move a table without
and
exposed
It comes in stainless steel. For a complete overview of the
EASY
TOenvironments.
WORK WITH
ever having to adjust it. Levelling screws, folded napkins, wobbly tables and complaining
product portfolio, please visit our website www.stabletable.se
customers are all history!

UNIQUE FUNCTIONALITY

The StableTable® base has one fixed and one movable pair of legs. The mechanical
system, placed in the pillar, regulates the movement of the legs. As soon as the table stands
in a stable position, the legs will automatically lock. Every time the table is lifted, the legs will
unlock and the table automatically adjusts to its new position.

®

StableTable - No ordinary tables!
StableTable are unique patented self-stabilising table bases for professional use in the hospitality
industry. The table bases automatically adjust to any uneven surface and manage height differences
of up to 25 mm. No more adjustment screws, folded napkins under table legs or wobbly tables.

Inside the centre pillar, well protected from gravel, dirt or other external influences sits the
simple yet ingenious mechanical system that allows the legs to move and adjust to the
ground while ensuring the correct height of the table. Due to the unique solution the table
bases automatically adjust to both bumps and grooves and also take away approx. 50% of
the tilt so that the tables align easier when placed next to each other.

StableTable® unique
table bases;

StableTable Classic Flip Top is based on the same unique self-stabilising system as all
StableTable bases. In addition, it is fitted with a high-quality flip top mechanism that allows the
table top to flip 90 degrees. This makes the tables very compact to store and easy to lift in
and out. StableTable Flip Top is the ideal solution for cafés or restaurants with limited storage
area or where you move the tables in and out every day.

● Fully self-adjusting
● Manage height differences up to 20-25mm
● Work on any uneven
surface
● Manages both bumps
and groves
● Mechanical system no valves, no hydraulics,
no impact from external
factors
● Fully automatic
● Can be used both
in- and outdoors
● Make it easier to rearrange the seating
● Save time
● Lower cost
● More satisfied
customers
● Less stressed
employees
● Promote increased
revenues
● Store up to 15 in the
same space as five.

StableTable Flip Top can be used with round, square and rectangular table tops in sizes from
60 cm up to 80 cm round, 50x50 cm to 70x70 cm square or anything between 50 and 70 cm
rectangular. With less than 7 kg of weight and with a built-in handle they are very easy to
manage. Simple to flip, easy to lift and efficient to store. Use StableTable Flip Top in- or
outside all year around on any type of surface!

StableTable range:
Lounge
Height;
500mm
Table tops; 550-800mm

Half-empty tables are annoying and revenue management is important and you need guests
on every chair. StableTable table bases are both light and easy to work with and you can
easily move your tables around without them starting to wobble. Place two together as a
4-seater and if only two guests arrive pull the tables 10-15cm apart to create separate tables
or set them as separate tables and move them together when necessary.
The tables are produced too the highest quality standards in an ISO-certified factory in
Sweden. Our special paint technique ensures that there is no chipping or flaking and the
tables can be used outside all year round.

®

StableTable - Flip Top!

Café/Dinner
Height;
700mm
Table tops; 550-1200mm
Poseur/Cocktail
Height;
1080mm
Table tops; 550-800mm

Get all the functionality from StableTable self-stabilising tables and the ease of use from a flip
top! Store up to 15 bases in the same space as 5 standard bases.
®

“No more wobbly tables!”

Colours;
Black, Alu-look silver,
other colours on request
and also in stainless steel.
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“No more wobbly tables!”

